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IT’S A CODE! Color in every other letter to read the secret message...
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IT’S A CODE! Color in every other letter to find the secret message!

BIPARMO
SWEITLUDY
NAMBEOTURT
THIOLRASPEMS!
COLOR ME
Put an X on the box that does not belong with the group.

Row 1  Things A Cowboy Wears

Row 2  Things to put on a horse

Row 3  Kinds of Horses

Row 4  Things you need to rope
Help Pokey find his way through the maze to his stall!
Hidden in this bucket are 15 words—find them by looking up and down, backwards, forwards and diagonally!

COWBOYS, BRAND, BUNKS, LASSO, HAT, SPURS, PONY, CATTLE, TALES, CAMP, HERD, STAMPEDE, BEANS, RANGE, SONGS
A **PAINT** by Numbers!

1 = Brown  2 = White  3 = Black  4 = Grey  5 = Green
Color By Number
To See The Mystery Picture!

1=Red 2=Blue 3=Orange/Brown 4=Black 5=Yellow
Connect the dots!
Connect the dots!

Allegan County 4-H Programs
Unscramble the words:

SHREOS

NOYP

DASELD

RINAG

NALBEKT

FOHO

LEBIRD
There are 13 words hidden in the saddle blanket—can you find them? Look up & down, backward, forward and diagonally!

ROPE SADDLE TACK HORSE BARN OATS BIT
PONY STRAW HAY FOAL HALTER STALL
Help the baby pony find its way back to the barn!
Connect The Dots!
Fill in the boxes with the correct name of the pictures. We have shown you how by filling in a word.